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The Cypress
Celebration is
coming soon. . .
(June 7, 07)
Do you have your
registration, and
reservations?

BONSAI SOCIETIES
OF FLORIDA, INC.
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Like so many magazines,
the editor takes the liberty of
commenting on the first page
or so. I won’t offend you with
my picture, but I will display
an extraordinary portrait of a
ficus toolittle I got from Jim
Atchison, of Atchison Exotic
Nursery, and the unbelievably
beautiful painting done by Carl
Rosner.
I want to say what a privilege it is to do this magazine. I
get to express my joy of bonsai,
and share the joy others express
to me. The articles that they so
diligently write to share what
they have learned are priceless. I
just nit pick what they write and
present the material the best way
I can for your enjoyment. I feel
my responsibility is to present
their material as accurately and
attractively as possible. I cannot
thank the advertisers enough for
their financial support. Without
their contributions there would
be no magazine–it was about to
be trashed in 2003. It is hard to
encourage vendors that magazines are devices for propagating
information and stimulating
ideas, causing readers to build
enthusiasm and interest in trying
things, learning how to keep trees
alive, and giving them ideas for
the enjoyment of bonsai. Not the
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least of reasons to advertise, is to
let readers know who the advertisers are, what they sell, and how to
contact them to buy what they have.
It is obvious that if you don’t know
these few details you most certainly
could never patronize their business,
no matter how good it is. Take these
comments as encouragement to buy
exclusively from our advertisers, and
let them know you appreciate what
they do–to provide a magazine that
you value. Conversely, it is just as
important for you to tell the editor what it is you want to see in the
magazine. Very little can be done
guessing what you like or need.
Finally, on that subject, when you
find a vendor who does not advertise in this magazine, remind them
that they should. Vendors who do
not pay their share of the cost of this
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magazine are free-loading on what
others pay to produce it. We have
advertising rates for typical portions
of pages, and frequency of printing.
If a small nursery wants to advertise
simply a business card or support
line–even that can go a long way,
advertising will be defined in this
issue. Support these vendors and let
them know why. You can’t blame
a vendor who advertises and does
not see more sales as a result, if they
quit.

anyway.

Regarding publishing the magazine. You can’t imagine how fast
the time comes around to start the
next issue. Like so many things, it
is hard to get started, but once you
get into the chair and stare at the
screen the ideas come and the material, from wonderful people who
write articles come together. (It
takes two months to deliver, every
three months.)

I diverge. Forgive me, I am in
the word business.

Here is another issue.
Whoops, there is that word–another word that has been taken
from us to be used with a new
meaning. Each printing of such
a magazine, has in the past,
been known as an issue. These
days, issues are problems. We
don’t have problems or conflicts
anymore, now we have “issues.”
(UGH) How do they do that?

Now, if you will hang in there,
I will test you with another issue
(of the magazine).
Thank you for your support.
Moral support from readers, financial support from advertisers.

You will note in some articles
a time conflict. The magazine is
created at least two months beNo one can stay at full throttle
100% of the time. Remarably– just fore you read it. So in this issue,
our gracious writers are trying to
when the fuel gets low, one of you
be in the Christmas/beginning
readers says something encouragof winter spirit, but write for
ing about the magazine, or better
yet how you enjoy it, and the juices your February/end of winter, in
Florida, enjoyment.
flow again. The last group of readers are those who I value as friends
Read on, and buy from our
or just good people who do a lot
advertisers.
for others in this art, they are the
ones who really put the pressure
Dick Miller
on me to jump back in and do it
Editor
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FLORIDA BONSAI IN COLOR
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It is also available to the public
in full color by downloading from
the BSF web site:
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CREDITS/THANKS

The cover on this issue is the
back wall of the Yamato-Kan,
which was the original museum,
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/color_cy.htm when BSF put up the first bonsai
exhibit, in 1978.
There is a version for printing a
booklet, and another one for readThanks to all the authors of the
ing on the screen.
various articles in this issue.
Be sure you have a current version of Adobe Reader, available
free, as noted, on the web page.
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PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
You would be surprise how difficult it is to publish material not
received. Although it has been
encouraging how many people send
me material for this magazine, it
is frustrating how hard it is to get
information about clubs–to publish
their events, and even let people
know who and where they are.
This magazine should be worth
the space on your shelf, or better yet
a few megabites on your computer.
If the information is current, and
relevant, people will use and read it,
if not–save the effort, it is useless.
Remember the inspirational articles
a few people wrote about “What
bonsai means to me?” I haven’t seen
one in a long time. I can’t make
them up. I did two clubs, with detailed information about them, and
now I can’t get any response–make
me wrong, do it. I plan to someday
put those club articles on the web
page for access by others. Some
people have asked me to keep their
information confidential, and I will
respect that.
Dick Miller

CORRECTIONS

A Hugh apology to Andy Shi, one of
our advertisers; H&F Import Bonsai Pots
& Supplies, Inc. I put in the wrong phone
numbers last issue. It should be:
Phone: 954-331-9611.
Cellphone: 954-668-6372
Fax: 954-747-6848
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By Louise Leister
Kawa Bonsai Society

President’s thoughts

Another year gone!
Where does the
time go! I know we
say this every year,
but the time does seem to be
slipping by faster and faster
each year. When you look
at your bonsai you suddenly
realize that the tree you have
been working on, waiting
for it to develop is suddenly
mature. Then we count the
years we have had this tree
and we are surprised! We
count the months by bonsai
events and before we realize it we are at the end of
the year–again! Every year
I promise that I will slow
down at work and spend
more time with my trees
and enjoy this special time,
but every year I get busier
and busier and the time
slips by. So, again I will
vow to slow down at work
and spend time in my garden with my trees and I do
promise this year to make it
Florida Bonsai

happen!
Awards and
member recognition
Again its time to ask the
clubs to send their Volunteer
Award nominee’s names in
for recognition at the convention. I will ask that you
send them to me before February 20, 2007. Remember,
only two per club. I need
time to get the awards together for the convention. I
also need the District Trustee Award nominees, only
one per District (these are
nominated by your District
Trustee for an outstanding
member.)
EPCOT Flower and Garden Festival
It’s time for the BSF/EPCOT
committee to meet and pick
the trees that will be in the
2007 Flower and Garden
Festival. I want to thank
those of you who submitted
your trees and I look for-

See President page  >
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>PRESIDENT from page 

ward to seeing the selected
bonsai. Again, we are planning for a wonderful event
and we are happy and proud
to have your bonsai in this
beautiful setting for the entire world to see. Congratulations.
A Cypress Celebration–
Convention
January is here and only 6
months until our Convention, “A Cypress Celebration.” Registrations are
coming in and we were
at 60 at the end of 2006.
The workshops are selling
fast! Don’t miss out on this
wonderful event, it’s going
to be different and should
be a great learning experience. We have great trees,
great artists and a great
time planned for all!! Keep
checking the monthly convention newsletters and
website for updates! We also
want entries for club night,
and of course my favorite–scholarship contest. We
will have two winners again
this year. First place will get


$1,000 and second place will
get $250–all for educational
training expenses. Last year the
event was well attended and
the contestants were fantastic. Everyone had a great time
and talked about the event for
days! Let’s make this year even
better. I look forward to your
entries. The District Trustee’s
have the entry forms, or you
can get them off the web-site.
Send them to me no later then
March 30, 2007. Make sure
you all attend the convention
and watch the 2006 winners
show their stuff. I look forward
to seeing you there.
Thank you all
I want to thank the membership for a great bonsai year and
wish everyone a happy 2007.
We are planning many events
for the coming year. Keep your
emails coming, that is how we
know what you want for bonsai in Florida. I also want to
thank the club presidents and
officers for working so hard for
our membership.
Stay well and haveuiasegreat year.
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An Interview
With Barbara Poglitsch.

You get to meet the
nicest people doing
these interviews, and
see the most interesting bonsai too.
I am sorry to say, like
many of you, I never
knew Barbara before.
All the more delight
to talk with her and
learn some things
about BSF and what
she has been doing
all these years. I knew that I had seen her name “all over” the archives,
and like she said, she was the first Treasurer of BSF:
From the minutes of a meeting Sep 15, 1973, and noted in Vol 4, No
1 of Florida Bonsai magazine, Nov 15, 1973:
They not only conceived and created BSF, but committed to do the
first convention in Florida–the BCI convention to be held in Miami
in 1975. And they did this all from scratch.
The first State Bonsai Society, and the first international convention
held in Florida.
“THE ART OF

BONSAI IS C
OMING OF A
Tampa was h
GE IN FLORID
ost, Saturday,
A
Sept 15, 1973
most importa
, to probably
nt meeting eve
the
r held in Flori
world of bonsa
da concerning
i. Delegates fr
the
om ten estab
bonsai Societie
lished Florida
s came to this
organizationa
Bonsai Socie
l meeting of th
ties of Florida
e
.
The first elect
ed officers of
BSF were:
Edward N. Po
tter, Presiden
t
Gay R. Laubsc
h, First Vice P
resident
William J. Bo
yer, Second V
ice President
Jean C. Smith
, Secretary (s
ee May 04 FB
Barbara Poglit
issue)
sch, Treasure
r (This Feb 07
interview)”

Florida Bonsai

See Interview page  >
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Here is what she said:
Ed: “Where did you grow up?”
BP: “I went to Ponce de Leon
High School in Coral Gables and
then to Florida State in Tallahassee. What a shock–going to a
small provincial town from the
Miami metropolitan area. Even
way back then Miami was fabulous compared to Tallahassee. A
real culture shock.”
Ed: What did you study?”
BP: “I wanted to be an archaeologist or a librarian, but ended
up an accountant. More job opportunities.
Ed: “Then from there?”
BP: “As soon as I could,
I bought a house and
spent much of my time
fixing up the house
and yard. Back then I
made most of my own
clothes and went to the
beach a lot. Now I’m
paying for that with skin cancers.”
Ed: “Family?”
BP: “I was on my second house
when I met Frank. We got married in 1968 and needed more
room. So we bought a 2.5 acre
lot in Redland, built the house,
set up a plant nursery, a small
grove and landscaped the front.
Everything was getting really
good when Frank had a stroke

in 1986 and died. We married late
so we had no children. It was so
lonely. Then, after talking to my
mother and sister, we decided to try
to find a location between Ocala
and Miami and build a big house
with separate quarters for each of
us, so I moved to Stuart with my
sister, and have everything I need
for now. “My sister was an adjunct
professor of math in Ocala–she fell
in love with Stuart. She made the
plans for and built the large house
where we live now.”
Ed: “Tell me about your bonsai

experiences.”
BP: “I would place my starting
this art in 1969. My husband and
I were looking for something we
could do together and saw some
bonsai in the Miami Flower Show
at the Bay-front auditorium. You
could say we were taken by it,
because we opened a nursery in the
late 70s.”
Ed: “WOW, that is serious. Where
did you do this?”
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BP: “With a club partner, we opened ‘Bonsai
& Things Shibui’ down
around 148th street in
Redland, south of Miami.
We sold a lot of things
other than just plants. We
also had a mini grove.”
Ed: “What happened?”
BP: “Hurricane Andrew
destroyed so much that I
just couldn’t go on. As a
widow dealing with total
devastation, I tried to scale
down, but it was just too
much. I guess our poor location for a business didn’t
help matters. I rebuilt the
house and sold. I kept up
the best that I could, but it
was very hard.
Ed: “Seems like old Miamians are moving to middle

Florida Bonsai

See Interview page  >
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Florida, you, Bill Zigler, Mary
Madison, who’s next.”
BP: “Mary Madison has been a
close friend, and we travel to the
California conventions every year.
Bill lives near here–we do things
together. We recently did a couple
demonstrations. The Treasure
Coast Bonsai Society has been a
good “home” with lots of friends.
I enjoy learning what they are doing in California, and seeing new
things. I met John Naka in 1974
on a trip with Mary Madison. In
2006, we saw Kimura, and he was
absolutely outstanding.”
Ed: “Biggest frustration?”
BP: “Keeping everything alive.”
Ed: “Greatest joy?”
BP: “Seeing trees do well.”

Ed: “Club activities?”
BP: “I have been treasurer of the
Miami club, Secretary of Treasure
Coast, and of course Treasurer of
BSF. Those were some days!”
Ed: “Future?”
BP: “I have got to get my collection
under control, in size and quality of
care, which are closely related.”
(Barbara has a remarkable collection of many many good bonsai,
and she enthusiastically shares her
advice about how she keeps them,
and her secrets for her success.)
Editor
(I love this job)

Advertising in/Supporting Florida Bonsai Magazine
This page is an effort to inform interested parties how our advertisements are promoted. The blocked portions demonstrate
the size of the ad according to the price list, obviously a full
page is a full page, we will also add a “one line” sponsor name
and business name, or club name for those who want to show
financial support at a lessor rate. (Although we sometimes get
it, we do not pay extra to print to the edge of the page, most
of the time there will be a border on all sides of the page. To
keep it simple and prevent hiring a salesperson, we have a
minimum of 2 issues.
Do a little math, and see how much our advertisers support
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your magazine. There is not enough dues money to pay for this
magazine. That includes the wonder job “T” Morris does every
year at the silent auction to collect money for the magazine:
Advertising Rates
Size
Number Cost Number
Cost
$50
Supporter line 2 issues $30 4 issues
Business Card 2 issues $55 4 issues
$95
1/4 page
2 issues $90 4 issues $160
1/2 page
2 issues $180 4 issues $320
Full page
2 issues $250 4 issues $460
Two Full Pages 2 issues $400 4 issues $750
Inside back cover 2 issues $350 4 issues $500
Back cover
4 Issues $540
We can add pages, but not back covers. Thanks to Bonsai at
the Monastery, that page has been taken for years. Get a “sugar
daddy” and we can print in color. (Add about $4,000 per issue)
From here up or down is a half page
Sample “supporter line” on a page in the magazine, if we get any:

THE FOLLOWING ARE CONTIBUTORS TO THIS MAGAZINE
Richard Miller...................... Bonsai Society of the Palm Beaches
Happy days mini-Nursery.................1234 Ficus Street, FL 33333
World’s Best Bonsai Club.....................................Somewhere, FL
From the box above or the box below
is a quarter page
This box will be the new business card
presentation. Name, address, contact
numbers–with a logo.

Florida Bonsai
To Contents Page
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A few more comments on the advertisements. Professionally prepared material is fine, but may cost
too much. I am happy to help you
create the image and graphics you
want to represent your business. If
you place time sensitive material
in your ad, sales, or special events,
etc., you can change portions of the
ad in any or all issues, for no additional cost. A full page will get a
business card with links to you on a
prominent page of our web site; see
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com. The
Source of Materials page already on
our web site will no longer carry
non-advertisers. It has been a service to our members, not a free advertisement, which it has become.
We now have enough vendors from
all over Florida that members will
be well served with an advertiser
listing. All advertising income goes
to pay for publishing of this nonprofit magazine, because of this
status and our mailing rates we cannot make a profit. Likewise, all ads
must be bonsai or member related
for the same reasons.
Please contact me for details, and
options, 561/432-1230, Or email
at fbeditor@bonsai-bsf.com.



LEARN EVERY DAY
Editor
My membership on the Board
of the American Bonsai Society
expired by term limits last year,
so do not take the following as a
commercial, just sharing a bit of
advice.
Over the past 10 years or so, the
best money I spent on bonsai
education has been my membership in ABS. With this membership came the ability to connect
to their online Bonsai Forum. I
found it better than most books.
Subjects come up that get discussed, not only with much detail,
but a lot of old “wives’ tales” are
put to rest. (No disrespect to old
wives.)
I will list a couple of recent ideas
that I found useful and interesting,
and there are many more where
these come from. These quotes are
comments that are available on the
ABS web site, so I am not stealing,
and, in the case of major articles, I
get the author’s permission anyway.

Persistent insect problems
“My instructor, Kathy Shaner, recently came upon the idea of placing a tree in a large bag overnight
with a flea collar in the bag with
the tree. This seems to take care
of most insect problems. If the

February
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how many rings I figure I’m going
to need from the freezer and let
them thaw out and they are ready
to go. I find that my mixture is just
right for making the dike on slabs
for containing the soil. I also take
sections of the roll and make them
into a sausage patty shape to place
on the slab for holding the trees
into place. Then I’ll add my bonsai
Bonsai Sausage
soil around the trees and inside of
As to muck for bonsai I’ve tag mine the dike. I add green moss on the
with the name of “Bonsai Sausage” muck. My muck mixture works
the reason I did this is the way I
great for placing roots over rock
handle it. My muck recipe is no
planting. Any left over muck I just
different then the majority (50%
roll back up and put it back into
earth clay, 35% chopped sphagnum the freezer for a later date. Works
moss and 15 % fine sand).
great for me!. So down the road
Any time you prepare muck it’s
if you ever hear the name “Bonsai
always a big mess. So what I do
Sausage” you’ll know how the name
is make up a big supply at one
came about.
time. After I have mixed it to the
-- Dennis Howke
right consistency (like pie dough)
by adding water (contains Peter’s
Not everyone is an expert, but
20-20-20) slowly, I then roll it into there are enough “experts” watchrolls about 2” thick and about 16” ing and responding to keep you on
long then I place each roll on plas- the path. In fact, like I said before,
tic saran wrap/cling wrap about 22” sometimes learning what is incorlong and then I roll it up tightly
rect can be as helpful as the correct
and I tie the ends together, ending way, so you avoid old bad ideas.
up with rings that look like either Think about it, there are worse
bologna sausage or polish sausage
ways to spend 40 bucks. One idea
rings; hence the name “Bonsai Sau- that saves a $300 bonsai might be
sage”. I take these rings and place worth it. You can watch or ask, try
them in a container and store them it, you might like it.
in the freezer. So a day or two be- FWIW. . . . .
fore I’m going to do forest planting
Editor
on a slab or a rock planting I take

Florida Bonsai
infestation is really bad, two nights
might be better.”
Now isn’t that neat and simple?
If you do slab plantings and especially as demonstrations try the
next article.
These are handy ideas in the vein of
“Bill Sez,” and I thought this was a
good example:

To Contents Page

The following articles are a convention team update regarding what
is going on for the June 8 - 10, Cypress Celebration. Some of these
articles are excerpts from the information in the Cypress Celebration
Newsletter, available at the BSF web site:

http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/2007 Convention/BSF/news
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VENDORS

by Erik Wigert

This year the vendor area at the state
convention promises to be bigger and
better then ever!
We will have 2 vendor areas for your
shopping pleasure: the main tent area,
and the outside lawn/wooded area.
The main tent will contain 4,900
square feet of bonsai plants, supplies,
and related merchandise. The outside
lawn will contain many more vendors.
We will not limit vendors strictly to
bonsai merchandise as in years past.
With the increased space Morikami
Gardens offers, we will be able to
welcome new faces to our convention.
There will be much diversity, and we
promise something for everyone!

lecture by David DeGroot on caring
and maintaining your bonsai tools
for their longevity. A Bonsai Pin
Swap meet will also be featured as
well as other things that are still in
the works! Above all it will be a
night to socialize with and meet the
vendors that each year bring you the
high quality bazaar area that is one
of the highlights of our convention.
Like advertising in this magazine,
they need to see a reward for the
enormous effort and cost of selling
at our conventions.
We look forward to seeing you at
‘A Cypress Celebration’ at Morikami
Museum and Gardens in 2007!

Vendors Welcome!

In addition the weekend will include
a Vendor Appreciation Night on Saturday June 9th 7 to 11 pm.
The evening will feature a 45 minute

See Convention page 13 >

DRAGON TREE BONSAI
NURSERY

Pre-Bonsai:
Collected or,
Nursery Grown
We are proud to have supplied
Classes
Club Tours
the large cypress specimens used
Workshops
in the convention workshops.
Demonstrations
Robert Pinder
3663 S.W. Honey Terrace
772/418-7079
Right Next to Turnpike Exit #133, in Palm City

Florida Bonsai
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NOTICE

Under New
Management

Large/small Bonsai
Nursery Stock
Pre-bonsai
Stands
Tools
Pots
Soil
Wire

Comments from:

Ella Rachael Carver, CEO (Cuddle Ella Often) (7/1/05)
“We thank everyone for your
business in 2006, and hope we
can serve you in 2007.”
My Daddy is doing a super job,
and now he works where he can
hear me. YES!!!
I love Santa Claus too.
E.R.C.
Call for information. 561/628-6392
Wholesale to the trade.
Retail, Demos, and Workshops, for
Bonsai Clubs, by appointment only.
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Visit our web site:
http://jupiterbonsai.com
On the web based color issue, you can click the
web site for direct access.
To Contents Page
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RAFFLES

By Rita Rosenberg
Lighthouse Bonsai Society

Wow, it’s 2007. This past year
flew by. I’m really excited about
2007. I get to make a bunch of
“New Year Resolutions”. And, I
get to break a bunch of “New Year
Resolutions”. Can anyone relate to
this?
One of the resolutions that I
don’t want to break is to organize
my time wiser. I want to do what
I have to do, and do what I want
to do, not necessarily in that order.
Speaking about organizing
brings me to one of the reasons I
have written this article. The convention is coming up in June. It
will be a convention to remember.
The plans are falling into place. I
get to organize the raffle and I’m
excited about it. Lots of great
items have been donated. Would
you believe that a chandelier was
donated? Better believe it, but
it’s true. Some of the other items,
an oriental jacket, garden related
items, a cookie jar, an electric
shaver, a set of glasses, an orchid
book, a turtle lamp, stationary,
and televisions. You name it. We
just might have it. Of course we
have bonsai related items. We

Florida Bonsai
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have something for everyone.
I’m sure you all know that any
type of event requires help for it
to be successful. I’m reaching out
to all of you. We still need lots
and lots of stuff, all kinds of stuff.
Stuff that would appeal to anyone. The Morikami gets all kinds
of visitors from all around the
world, all day and the convention registrations are coming in.
Not only do we need more items,
volunteers are needed to help me
with the raffle. We want to have
no less than four raffles each day,
with many items to chose from.
I need help selling tickets, setting out items, and miscellaneous
tasks. By volunteering, you can
make money for your club and
then your club can do more for
you.
Please step up and provide
items and your help with the
raffle. I think I have every empty
coffee can in south Florida for
the raffle tickets. ;=)
Thank you. I can be reached by
cell 561/251-1802 and email:
riritobyrose@aol.com.

See Convention page 14 >
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A CYPRESS
CELEBRATION workshops are half full.
by Henry Robbins
Bonsai Society of the Palm Beaches

Well, its December 12 and I’m
being asked to give a convention update that you
will be reading sometime in February, so
I’ll tell you where we
are today and where I
expect we will be in 2
months–when you’re

Read the Convention newsletter
“Cypress Celebration”, it has the most
up to date information on convention
happenings.
At the time
of this writing,
we are about 200
days away from the
convention. Normally, a host society
will have early bird

For the “Rest of the Story” go to our web site:
http://www.bonsai-bsf.com/2007 Convention/BSF/news.htm
and go to the various issues of the newsletter.
reading this.
As of today, we have
60 registrations to the
convention. And, there
are only 10 early bird
Dale Cochoy pots left. I
suspect by the time you read this,
most if not all of those 10 pots will
be taken. The
black
pine
workshop and
the “Bring
your own tree” are
sold out and the Nerifolia workshop is very close to being sold out.
The Bucida, Juniper, and Cypress

14

registrations running through
the end of
February. As
of less than 200
days from the end
of February, we have over 60 registrations, which means that there are only
a few pots left. Additionally,
some of you are getting
notices of a monthly
newsletter regarding the
convention. You can find
these monthly issues of the
Convention newsletter on the BSF
Web site at the web address noted
above.

February
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If you want to get a notice of
the Newsletter by email, contact
Narelle Robbins, with your current
email address, at Narelle.Robbins@
gmail.com.

ence. The Bald and Pond Cypress
are one of Florida’s most beloved

The Gift of Learning

by Louise Leister
Kawa Bonsai Society

When “A Cypress Celebration”
was conceived, our vision was to
create a world class cypress exhibit
and bring to Florida artists that
would create an intense cypress
learning experience. Additionally,
we searched from Louisiana to
Florida for cypress trees that would
get your creative juices flowing and
require carving and wiring in an
advanced workshop.
Guy Guidry is one of the country’s most recognized cypress artists
and he has agreed to help us create
a major cypress learning experi-

trees. Guy & his wife Chris at his
donation of a cypress in the North
American Bonsai Collection in
Washington, D.C.
All these comments are excerpts
from the whole article as seen in
the Newsletters, available on the
BSF web site..

15
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BSF Featured Club

The
Ft. Walton

Meets the first Tues. and
third Thursday of every
month at 7:30 PM
(Dark in July & Aug)
16
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Beach
Bonsai Society

Meets in the Okaloosa
County Extension Bldg.
127 Hollywood Blvd.
Ft. Walton Beach, FL
Florida Bonsai
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T H E F T. WA LTON B E AC H
President:

Lynn Fabian

I have been a member since 1999,
joining soon after moving to the Panhandle. I have been secretary and Ed
and I are club librarians. A simple
request to borrow a book from the library was the road to finding some of
the misplaced books and cataloging
the collection. Half the fun of being
librarian is buying new books. As
president, I want to continue our efforts to bring new members into the
group and encourage them as they
learn the art of bonsai. My favorite trees are the live ones and
we are particularly fond of the black pine and azalea.
Vice President:

Guy Streeter

I have been a long time member of FWBBS and have served
on the board for the past four
years. I favor azaleas and sand
pines and keep the club’s stock
of supplies.
It is a great club, and I have
made many friends. Bonsai has
been a great diversion from daily activities, and doing it
with friends is the best there is.

18
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B ON S A I SO C I ET Y
Secretary:

Lee Vanderpool

In the twenty-two years I have been a
member of FWBBS and have held every
office more than once with two different
clubs. I served as BSF 1986 Convention
Chairman and edited BSF Magazine
from 1989 until 2003 and a BSF board
member from 1988 through 2003.
My favorite tree is the elm in the informal upright style. I never met a plant I
didn’t like. At last count I have “way too
many trees”…over 150 and counting. I
keep creating new ones all the time. This is my favorite thing
about bonsai. Jim Smith is my source of inspiration
Treasurer:
I’ve been working with bonsai off and on
since 1965. I served as BSF treasurer for
10 years and FWBBS treasurer for 11 years.
Moving with the Air Force forced me to
start my collection more than once. I have
been a member of FWBBS since 1978 and
held the offices of President and 1st and
2nd VP and Treasurer.
My favorite style is the informal upright. “To me it has great
potential for interesting movement and opportunity for the
bonsai novice as well as the experienced. I favor the “elm”
(Ulmus) family however, closely followed by bald cypress.” I
manage my collection by keeping it to twenty-eight trees. My
rule is new one in, old one has to go.

Ed Lippencott

Florida Bonsai
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Your skill is increasing. Your artistry is reaching new
levels. The time has come to invest in the right
tools to help your bonsai look even better.
Now the decision...what tools? You want
quality. You want value. You want Kiku
tools. Manufactured in Japan since
1962 using high quality materials, Kiku tools

20
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feature high carbon tempered steel blades and a multistep honing process assuring a precise cutting surface.
Purchasing Kiku tools means getting timehonored Japanese craftsmanship
that will only increase your
artistry and success.

Kiku... Since 1962, your source
for quality Japanese tools.

Wholesale Distributors of:
Workstands • Kiku Tools • Wire • Supplies • Pots

1-866-256-1492 • www.mecobonsai.com

Florida Bonsai
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Ben Oki as a major source for inspiration. “Ben is probably the most flexible in working with you on tree design
or even during a critique session. I’m especially fond of his
response to a question I might have on a particular feature
on one of my trees: “Doesn’t bother me!”, Ben replies.
I enjoy sharing my love of bonsai and knowledge of the art
with all members but I particularly like helping novices.
Immediate Past President:

Ed Hund

Edgar served FWBBS ably for
the past four years and decided
it was time to take a break. I
thoroughly enjoy working for
FWBBS, and will be around a
long time.

Talk about a guy’s better
half–this is the better half
of the photo above. Where
would Ed be without Shirley supporting him?!

22
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Ft. Walton Beach Bonsai Society

FWBBS was
started in 1972
and several of
the original
members are
still active. Two
of those original
members, Jean
C. Smith and
Elyse Van Dyke,
have
been
recognized
with
BSF
Lifetime Achievement Awards.
FWBBS was one of the
founding members of the
Bonsai Societies of Florida
in the early ‘70s. Their
members have been involved
in many of the international
and state conventions including the BCI/BSF Convention held in Miami in
1975 and 1983, the 1993
IBC convention co-chaired
by Jean C. Smith and Harold
Harvey, and the 2001/2002
BCI/BSF Convention in
Florida Bonsai

Orlando.
FWBBS hosted
BSF 1998 in
November on
Okaloosa Island.
Welcome to the
Panhandle! It gets
cold up there in
the winter. The
convention was
a success
and the
sweater
merchants
talked
about
sending
BSF a
certificate of appreciation for
the increased business.
Jean also headed the Speaker’s Bureau for seventeen
years. When John Y. Naka
was to visit the club for the
first time, she rented the
city auditorium and sold
tickets in Ft. Walton Beach
at the astronomical rate of
$2.00. Members thought
they would lose their shirts.
The hall rented for $65.00!
At show time they had a full
See Club page 24 >
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house and made
some money for
the new treasury.
The annual
Tri-City show
rotates between
Ft. Walton
Beach, Pensacola
and Mobile.
FWBBS hosted
the show in
May of 2006 at
Westwood Retirement Resort.
Their five story atrium is a
lovely setting for the trees.
It is always a treat to welcome
back our friends who come
to teach workshops and give

for a workshop and special
guest Hal Mahoney visited on
his way home to New York to
demonstrate his “claft” style
planting.
Russell Coker of Mobile was a
member of FWBBS when he
was growing up in the
area. Later he studied
bonsai in Japan. We
have been delighted
with his azalea workshops. It is the club’s
good fortune he comes

demonstrations during the
year. They are especially fond
of Ben Oki and Suthin is
gaining in popularity. Last
year they had Ted Matson
24
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to town to spend Mother’s
Day with his Mom and is willing to spend a few hours with
FWBBS. All benefit from his
artistry and his bonsai philosophy of taking the long view
and working slowly with material that will one day develop

exchange and visit together.
They revisit the year of meetings, conventions, workshops
and shows with a photo presentation.
One auction a year benefits
the treasury and helps defray
the costs of bringing teachers to the club. Last
year was one of their
finest auctions when
two members decided
to reduce their holdings significantly. Their
reduction was our gain.

into fine bonsai.
FWBBS starts the year in Sept.
with a Welcome Back meeting…with pizza & potluck.
They have found this is a good
way to tempt members back
after a long summer break. At
all of the meetings, they feature a Tokonoma with member trees. It is one more way
to share the beauty of the trees
with each other. Our Christmas party is held at a club or
restaurant so no one has to do
They try to use one or two
the dishes. They have a gift
Florida Bonsai
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workshop meetings to style or
plant trees to provide material for the BSF Raffles &
Silent Auctions. It is a chance
for members old and new
to work with material they
might not have tried before.
In 2005, Jean C. Smith submitted a viewing stone to be
judged for inclusion at the
5th WBC in Washington,
D.C. Her stone was selected
and is featured in the 2005
convention catalog. Having
the stone in the 5th WBC display was especially sweet for

involved in bonsai since 1972
and has been the President of
FWBBS,
BSF and
BCI
during
the thirty plus
years.
In 2006
Lee Vanderpool
displayed
at the
Epcot
Flower and Garden
Festival and that has
inspired several more
members to photograph their trees and
submit them to the
committee for consideration in 2007.

On the facing page
Jean. The Yamaki Pine was the you can see one of the reasons
logo tree of the convention.
why the Editor started this
Both the tree and the stone
Club Feature–all those nice
came through the bombing
people we never hear much
of Hiroshima. Jean has been about, or get to know.
26
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This is the “been there, done that gang.” There are more hours/
years of service in more offices by more people in this photo than
many other BSF clubs. And, they say, “we ain’t even got up to
full speed yet.” That is fine with this editor, we need these kind of
people back. Our District 1 Trustee, Lynn Fabian (in the picture
on the right side-second row) keeps up the club service tradition.
Lynn did a fabulous job putting the material together for this Club
Feature.
In this article are listed some of the years of accomplishment,
(many not mentioned) Vanderpool–14 years magazine editor,
Lippencott–10 years treasurer, Elyse Van dyke and Jean Smith,
BSF and BCI many offices over many years, T Morris–I don’t
even know how many years, seems like forever she has single
handedly provided for the annual “silent auction” to make this
magazine possible, plus having been the editor for 12 years. “T”
and many others are active in nearby associated clubs around the
Gulf Coast. This club is involved, and many could learn from
them.
I for one, salute the Ft. Walton Beach Bonsai Society.
Editor
27
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BONSAI RAMBLINGS
FROM A NORTHERNER

by Carl L. Rosner
Guest writer

My preference for tropical and sub tropical trees has
been my undoing. I committed myself to these beauties
and now I have become a
prisoner to their needs.
Here in zone 6/7 (NJ)
the need for a green house
is mandatory for these spe-

My Tree House
In deference to my wife
who puts up with my Bonsai
addiction, she named the enclosed deck my “Tree House,”
instead of a Green House!
The first tree I ever owned
was the Fukien Tea. My wife
and I had visited the Philadelphia Flower Show many years
ago, and as we walked around
the commercial section, she

This is a story of a Yankee with “Tropical fever.” He
writes: “I have become a prisoner to their needs.”
cies. However, when the
snow is on the ground, there
is nothing more satisfying
than to walk into my Green
House (Tree House) and see
the red or purple bracts of
my Bougainvilleas against
the background of snow! Of
course the tiny white Fukien
Tea flowers are also a pleasant
sight, but they are so small
that I have to look carefully
to see them against the glossy
leaves. But when their fruit
turns from green to red, they
are also a thrill to see.
28

spotted this beautiful Fukien
Tea. She asked if she could
buy it for me. Of course, I was
delighted! Little did she know
what that would do to our
lives?
Twenty or thirty years before buying that Fukien tree,
Marilyn remembered how fascinated I was when we visited
Longwood Gardens. When we
walked into this large room
with miniature trees, I was
hooked. But almost twenty
years would slip by before her
gift of the Fukien Tea would
take place.
February
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The years have been hard
on that first tree: mostly due
to my ignorance. But it is still
with me as of this writing,

caps full (from the alcohol
bottle) of rubbing alcohol
and spray immediately.
If you do not use the full

My wife asked if she could buy a beautiful fukien tea
for me. Of course, I was delighted! Little did she know
what that would do to our lives?
bottle of spray, I suggest the
next time you are going to
use the soap/alcohol solution add the same amount
of rubbing alcohol again,
since the alcohol will evapoTurning back the clock, this
rate. I store this soap/oil
first tree had many near-death
experiences at the hands of Scale solution in the gallon jug for
months on end. It does not
and Wooly Aphids, but the
alcohol/soap spray saved the day seem to go bad. Spray on
on many occasions. The formu- the plants covering all leaf
la was obtained through reading and stem surfaces. You may
have to spray from three to
and searching on the Internet,
four times with intervals of
and the ABS Forum.
three days. I have eliminatMy Formula
ed almost any kind of pest
Here is my formula: I pour
that has attacked my trees,
1 to 2 tablespoons of dish
including scale.
washing detergent, 1 tableI do not wash off the
spoon of vegetable oil into a
spray and have seen no
plastic gallon jug and slowly
add water to fill the jug. I put adverse reaction of the trees
from this mixture. The spray
this solution from the gallon
jug into a spray bottle and just has saved my Buttonwood
from the scourge of scale
before using I add 1 to 2 two
and is flourishing. It doesn’t
have the canopy that the tree
originally had, but I have been
training it, and so far it is
coming along fine.

Florida Bonsai
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several times.
My lonely Fukien Tea
needed companionship,
and several weeks after our
Philadelphia trip, we ended
up at a local Nursery, and
we found a Juniper. Of
course, the Juniper spent its
first winter indoors with the
Fukien Tea.
After reading several
books on Bonsai I was
educated to the fact that the
Juniper belonged outside
during the summer and in
the garage in the winter.
By the time winter rolled
around that first year I had
a second Juniper, which my
daughters had given me.
Prior to my involvement
in Bonsai, I had tried and
succeeded growing cactus
and had quite a few plants.
One day I saw an advertisement in one of the forums,
which advertised Bonsai
seedlings for cactus. I immediately wrote to this woman,
and a deal was made. I
30

shipped the entire collection of
cactus, and in return received
about 20 small seedlings,
including English ivy, Ficus retusa, Serissa, and Natal plum.
I was thrilled with the
exchange, but now I had a
problem, I was running out
of room on the Eterge‚ in our
living room.
In order to water the plants,
I would carry them to the
kitchen sink, water several
plants, and then set them on
towels to drain and water a

few more. I obtained a fourshelf plant stand with lights,
as my collection kept growing.
Each shelf had a pan where
you could plant flowers in soil,
but instead I obtained large
pieces of the light diffuser for
fluorescent lights. The diffuser
February
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is made up of half-inch plastic
squares. I cut to fit each shelf
and then placed my plants on
the diffuser. This way I could
water in place and the water
would drain into the pans.
This method also gave a little
extra humidity to the area, but
not much.
One day I remembered the
deck, which was on the west
side of the house. We never
used it and I suggested to my
wife that we might enclose the
deck. There was an existing

door in the living room that
led right onto the deck. This
Florida Bonsai

was a
perfect
place
for a
green
house.
Suffice
to say,
that
my
wife
agreed,
and I
contacted
a company that enclosed decks and
the deed was accomplished
within the next six months.
Fluorescent lights were hung
and extra outlets were placed
in strategic places. I remembered seeing a set-up for
trees, which was designed by
Vance Wood. It was two sets
of ready-made wooden steps
placed back to back, and attached at the top.
Within a couple of weeks
the steps were purchased and
constructed in place. My
trees were moved out of the
See Tropical page 32 >
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living room and into the
green house. My wife said,
that you now have a Tree
House, and so that became
the name for the enclosed

I realized that the south side
received more light, plus the
fact that the light from the
fluorescents was not close
enough to the trees on the
lower steps.
The step idea had to go, also
for another reason: about once
a month I would have to crawl
underneath the steps to clean
up all the fallen leaves and
debris. Due to the fact that I

Life is perfect!
I spend a portion of every day with my trees that
depend on me, but I depend on them since they bring
me much mental peace and joy. The rest of my day
is spent teaching oil painting or creating my own
works of art.
deck.
For several
years the collection kept
growing, and
I noticed that
the plants on
the south side
of the steps
grew very well, but the north
side trees did not fair as well.
32

was in my seventies, this became
quite a chore. I
tried wearing
kneepads, but the
physical strain
was tough on this
old body. Even
though I worked
out, with weights and exercises, I always discovered muscles
February
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that hadn’t been used when I
climbed out from under the
steps.
With the help of a friend,
on a beautiful summer day, all
the plants were moved onto
the lawn and we removed the
step display. We laid new indoor-outdoor carpet over the

trees loved the new design
and flourished! Of course,
I had an oscillating fan,
and a humidifier going 24
hours a day. I had two heaters available. One heater
would keep the Tree House
about 20 degrees warmer
than the outside temperature. Watching the Weather
Channel, I determined
whether I used one or two
heaters over-night. When
the sun was out during the
winter the room would stay
between 90 and 100 degrees.
I could always crack the
north window to keep the
room from reaching the one

wooden deck, and sealed the
edges with foam. This worked
very well in keeping the cold
out of the Tree House during
the winter. In place of the step
display, we stacked Cinder
blocks three high and created
a “U” shape display using
recycled wood.
The fluorescent lights were
lowered on their chains a few
inches from the tallest trees
hundred degree mark.
and though it wasn’t evident
until the following winter, the Some of the trees that flourFlorida Bonsai
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ish in this environment are
Brazilian Rain Trees (three),
Buttonwoods (one from
Mary Madison), Water
Jasmine, Portulacaria afra,
Pineapple Guava, F. Benjamina, F. salicifolia and
F. salicifolia 89 (from Jim

Smith), a Texas Ebony, Barbados Cherry, many Bougainvillea and a Black Olive.
There you have my story as
to why I am a tropical tree
addict. Life is perfect!

CARL L. ROSNER
8907 Amherst Ave.
Margate, NJ 08402
609/822-6313

See: http://www.carlrosner.com

H & F IMPORT BONSAI
POTS & SUPPLIES INC

ly.

ent on
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By app

1380 NW 65 Ave. Suite B
PLANTATION, FL 33313
Andy Shi
Phone: 954/331-9611
Cell Phone: 954/668-6372
Fax: 954/747-6848
Email: bonsaipotsus@yahoo.com
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We do wholesale of all kinds of bonsai pots and related items.
Pre-order and large order discount available.
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From The Morikami
The bonsai
donations have
been rolling
in; fukien teas,
elms, ilex, serrissas, buttonwoods,
a privet, and several shimpaku.
Mostly exceptionally good
material, some needing
revival, intensive care,
even raising from
the dead, but
we love them
all, and love
a challenge. I
hope to put the
great ilex specimen
from Gene Buzzi
in the EPCOT
display in 07. The
Morikami will get
the advertising, Gene should get
the credit.
All we did was fertilize and
prune it. Gene will have
to enjoy the satisfaction
of knowing his bonsai has
great quality, and was well
received. Richard Berrie
was the latest loner/donor,
topping off our collection
with a 36 inch high shimpaku, now in a 16 inch deep
pot–won in the raffle at the
last convention, by yours truly.
Knowing very very little about

Florida Bonsai
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shimpaku, I would estimate
the age of this specimen at over
40 years, and about 10 years of
styling. Aproximately 90% of it
is wired at this time. Last summer the wind blew it over and
broke its original pot,
so I had to grab the
pot I fortunately
had, and put it
in. The roots
were tightly
packed, so
now I won’t
have to worry
about re-potting soon.
It got about 3/4” of new
soil and space around
the root ball. It still looks
healthy. I will keep my
fingers crossed big
time. Accordingly, I have
been wiring
it very very
slowly, with
negligible
pruning. I
look forward to advice, from
anyone. Yes,
I jumped on
my computer
and bought some
See Morikami page 36 >
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Bio-gold. It is the least I could do.
It gets hand watered and hugged
every day.
In an article by Masahiko Kimura,
Shimpaku no Ishizuki means
“Stone-Affixed” Juniper

by John Naka, many variations of
ficus, a sea grape, serrissas, ilex,
and many newly acquired large old
specimens.
You can brag about what your
BSF has done starting and supporting this public collection now known
as the “Gulfstream Collection.”

“Stone-affixed” bonsai, as the
name suggests, means bonsai that
have been affixed to, or planted on,
The Morikami and other
stone. Search the web on this awePublic Exhibits:
some tree, especially the history.
While I am on the subject, polish
You will be amazed and have new
up the public exhibit your club crerespect for possession of such a
ated, and get out those old photos.
thing. Start at:
http://www.bonsai-wbff.org/shimpaku/main.shtml I am planning a special
issue of Florida Bonsai
Not to belabor a point, but this
to commemorate what BSF memtree is very special, and the history
bers have done, and brag about our
is remarkable.
permanent public displays. Which
It will show well with our
should become a reference document
extremely rare Xylsoma, and the
for the public and bonsai lovers. A
hundreds of years old buttonlot of people put in a lot of time and
woods. A very old Australian pine sweat to create them for the public.
multiple tree planting originated

Wigert’s Mango Grove & Nursery
Erik Wigert
15857 Quail Trail * Bokeelia, FL * 33922
239/985-0036 or 239/283-2910
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Let’s give them a place where they
can find the details, and locations of
such wonders. If you need motivation, consider this, it will be done–
with or without you. How many
would like to see such a special
publication that does not have the
bonsai exhibit you worked so hard
to create. Even worse not to give
credit to those who did the work.
Let’s make this the “2007 project.”
I perceive it to have nothing in it
but public exhibits created by BSF
members, and some advertisers who
make all this possible. Start sending
me material about this as soon as
you can–like now! A couple exhibits

have been presented in the past. I
want to make this one better and
complete.
The cover photo is the back side
of the original Morikami Museum,
before the big museum facility was
built, this is all they had. I see it
every week, and felt it was a possible cover a couple years ago, and
just did not get to using it.
Expect more about the museum
in the May issue, just before the
convention. Go to the Morikami
web page to learn even more:

http://www.morikami.org

Remember the Raffle tree, cover of the Aug. issue?

James Huston adds a new great bonsai to his
collection, for a $5 raffle ticket, and he didn’t
even have to leave his home to do it.
The cover tree on the August 06 issue of Bonsai Today, was successfully raffled off. The
raffle closed in December as advertised, and
the winner is James Huston of Tallahassee.
We had 44 tickets sold at $5.00 per ticket.
Not bad for $5!
Jason Schley donated the tree for this raffle
and has cared for it the whole time and even bought tickets to win it
back.
Statistically, it was the north area of Florida who bid the most often.
We are happy for the support from those that showed enthusiasm to
support the program.
This could not happen to a nicer guy, after donating his convention
auction winning to the Morikami.
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Take A Walk Through

BONSAI
With

Jim Smith

Study a Great
Collection

Learn From
the Master
In person or on
Video tape
To order,
Call 860-464-0312

The Dura-Stone Co.
Everything for

The Bonsai

VHS $24
DVD $30

Enthusiast.
Have
it

Bonsai to the trade.
Tours and Demos

Your
way

by Reservations only.

Call: 772/562-5291
See our web site:
http://jimsmithbonsai.com
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Then there is always the Miami October Show
Always first class, and a delight to see
An annual event–don’t miss
it in 2007..

A beautiful
rendition of the
“Moonbox”
display, as used
in the Philadelphia Annual
Flower Show.
Awesome!

What a great
effect using
Ed’s ficus
featued in the
Nov.06 issue of
Florida Bonsai.
It is covered
with awards.
I saw so many club newsletters with photos of this show,
I will not repeat them here.
39
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A BONSAI STAMP

The following is about creating a Bonsai Stamp
by the United States Postal Service (USPS),
and what some people are doing to make this
happen:
TO: Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee
C/O Stamp Development
U.S. Postal Service
1735 N. Lynn St. Suite 5013
Arlington, Virginia 22209-6432

Sample of a stamp
(USPS uses only their
own artists)

SUBJECT: ISSUANCE OF USPS COMMEMORATIVE STAMP
OF AMERICAN BONSAI
Dear Members of the Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee:

We respectfully request that you consider issuing a postage stamp
featuring a bonsai tree.

What is “bonsai,”, you may ask. Bonsai (pronounced ‘bonesigh’) is the art form of creating miniature trees. (“Banzai” is a word
sometimes confused with “bonsai,” but it is Japanese word meaning
a cheer and is unrelated to bonsai.) The art of bonsai, while having
its roots in Asia, is now practiced internationally, and the art is called
“bonsai” in most all languages.
Literally translated, “bonsai” means a tree planted in a tray. A
better description would be that it is a tree formed by the artist created with pot confinement and pruning of the roots and crown to
replicate a design inspired by nature -- a maple tree in a Michigan
park, a gnarled pine on a North Carolina mountain top, a cypress in
a Florida swamp, a spreading banyan in Hawaii, a craggy juniper
peeking out of boulders on a California granite face, a forest in upper-state New York. The trees are grown with loving care given on a
daily basis. The resultant bonsai trees have frequently been called a
horticulture masterpieces of sculpture.
Bonsai enjoys a dedicated worldwide following; and the art is
ever gaining in popularity -- especially in the United States. Bonsai
clubs are found in almost all of the fifty states as well as in Puerto
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Rico and Guam. Additionally, there are several large national and
international organizations. The large base of enthusiasts support
several national and international magazines devoted exclusively to
bonsai. Many botanical gardens now dedicate a section for the display
and exhibition of bonsai. Many of these bonsai are created by American artists; and most of the trees are indigenous to the United States.
Those American artists and their bonsai trees enjoy an international
reputation for their creativity.

It should be noted that the District of Columbia houses the National Bonsai and Penjing Museum. (penjing is the Chinese word for a
bonsai landscape.) It has several distinct areas which include the North
American bonsai collection in the John Naka building One can take a
virtual tour and see the collections at : http://www.usna.usda.gov/Gardens/collections/VirtualTours/BonsaiVirtualTour.html Mr. John Naka,
(1914-2004), is listed as one of the great American bonsai masters,
He was born in Colorado. He spent his life teaching bonsai, writing
bonsai books, and being a world ambassador of bonsai.
The national arboretum is supported by the National Bonsai Foundation (NBF).
Eighteen other countries have issued bonsai stamps. (Copies
included) Even San Marino (a tiny country within Italy) has issued
stamps commemorating bonsai.

When an Italian lady at the World Bonsai Convention in Washington. D.C., in 2005 presented a gift to me of the First Day Issue
of a Bonsai Stamp from San Marino, I realized then what a beautiful
impression it made, this incident inspired me to pursue the issuance of
an American bonsai stamp.
If you approve issuance, we could easily accommodate an unveiling at the earliest date of their issuance. Places might include a suitable botanical garden in conjunction with a nationwide show with the
actual trees and the respective artist(s) present.

There is a Japanese expression “bonsai no kokoro” (bonsai from the
heart) which reflects the path that the bonsai artist should follow. It
is not a difficult road to follow, and it only requires that one shares the
gift of acquired knowledge, and shares it freely with others.
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> Stamp from page 41

We feel that what we are doing by requesting issuance of a U.S.
postage stamp is spreading the enjoyment of bonsai worldwide. “If
you only help one person to enjoy the art of bonsai, the world will be
a better place.”
Friendship is instilled in the art of bonsai, exactly like it is in music
and classical art. This characteristic of bonsai is so important that
three great men created the World Bonsai Friendship Federation
(NBBF). It was mandated that a World Convention would be held
every 4 years. The fifth convention was held in Washington D.C. in
2005. The aim of this organization is to “Bring the World Together
Through Bonsai”.
Seven Reasons a Bonsai Postage Stamp Should be Created:
1. Bonsai are a popular living art sculptures practiced in the U.S.
2. Bonsai are magnificent and inspiring to view.
3. Interest in bonsai unites the United States in a world-wide community..
4. Create interest in the art of bonsai, an art anyone can try: 5 to
105 years old, rich or poor. You make from a seed or something collected in the wild.
5. Might create sales for bona fide bonsai dealers.
6 People may learn that many great bonsai artists are American.
7 Philatelists claim it will be a great historical addition to collections.
With the maturing of American bonsai, and the ever-increasing audience of those appreciating the art of bonsai it seems appropriate that
we have national recognition in the form of a commemorative stamp.
Respectfully submitted,
Eunice L Corp
5403 East M. 55
Cadillac, Michigan 49601
231-7 775 4416
P.S. The only question, across the continent, I have been asked is
“Are you sure there has not been a bonsai stamp issued, it seems like
there would be?”
I checked the USPS archives again….. I still cannot find one!
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I would be happy to send this
proposal by email to anyone, so
they could just click on the references. There are hundred if not
thousands of bonsai web sites,
and I wanted you to be able to
find a few of the reputable ones.
Just email me: cadillac_elf@yahoo.
com (Cadillac_elf) and in the subject line put : “ send CSAC proposal”. And you have my promise, I will not share your email
address and that I will delete your
address right after I send the proposal….just put in the message
place “delete address”.
Editor’s note:
(Note: numerous references
in the footnotes were
not included here)
While this is a noble
effort, with countless hours of dedication involved, in this
world of “informa-

tion technology, and the Internet, there are always alternatives, as shown below from:
“http://www.Photo.stamps.com,
you can make your own bonsai
stamp. Not exactly a collector’s
item, and it doesn’t achieve
what Ms. Corp is trying to do,
but you can show your personal
best bonsai to friends by making a stamp out of it. I did not
research the price, but . . . . what
ever winds your clock.
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Schley’s Bonsai & Supplies
http://www.SchleysBonsai.com

1080–A Ridgewood Ave.
Holly Hill, FL 32117
386/295-2612

Why spend $800 on a tree like When you can get massive trunks
this–you can get anywhere?
like this for less at Schley’s.
We sell everything for bonsai, and specialize in
large diameter trunk pre-bonsai. Classes available.
Proud to be working with the convention team, and
providing workshop material.

Check out our web site: http://www.SchleysBonsai.com,
Email: Ownmyowns28@aol.com,
Or Call: 386/295-2612

My Little Grape
Open: Tuesday - Saturday
10:00 am to 5:00 pm
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My Little Ilex
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CLUB EVENTS AND CURRENT NEWSLETTERS
In the past I tried to post club activities on this page so all would
know who is doing what–when. Compared to what can be done on
the web page with the same and much more information, I gave it up
in this magazine. I hate to waste valuable space.
I hope everyone has found the web page with the club activities.
Every club in Florida is listed, alphabetically. Below is half the listing, scroll to your club. Click the club name for their web page if they
have one, and click the “X” for a look at their most current newsletter.
The ones in a red box have recently been updated, the green boxes
have the most current news available, until it goes red–for an update.
During the calendar year, events (S & A) are posted, and if they have
published information, you can click them to see it.

Encourage your members to use this, you can save on postage, and even
mass emailings. Members can download and print your color copy, and
it is as current as your providing me with the copy. Almost everyone of
them is posted the same day they are received, some within minutes.
Use the information, view other’s newsletters for ideas. Steal without shame.

Florida Bonsai
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